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Foreword
The overall goal of the current thesis is to establish some bases for understanding and char-
acterization of multi-port antennas in a rich multipath environment. Multi-port antennas
are the inevitable keystone of Multiple Input and Multiple Output (MIMO) wireless com-
munication systems. Due to multidisciplinary nature of the applications of multi-element
antennas, they are the subjects of many research groups worldwide resulting in inconsis-
tent nomenclature among them. In this report, much effort is expended to look upon this
realm of engineering in a unifying approach, with the major stress on electromagnetic
aspects of this area.
Advantages in using multi-port antennas have been presented in different ways and are
available in numerous references. Yet, before entering into the heart of the current thesis,
we shall briefly stress the pros in application of these radiation terminals to motivate
their analysis. This is the main focus of the first chapter. On the other hand, the global
concern of this report is characterization of multi-port antennas more for their benefits
in multipath environments. Not only does this characterization depend on electromag-
netic (EM) properties of these radiation systems, but also it relies on the features of the
incoming EM waves associated to the multipath environment. The latter is addressed
in the last part of the first chapter. Chapter 2 throws light upon different significant
parameters as the key-gauges for characterization of multi-port antennas. In this regard,
it requires a special care.
Received signals at different ports of a multi-element antenna in a multipath envi-
ronment are the main sources for its assessment. There are certain functions governing
the relation between the received signals at different ports of a radiation system and an
arbitrary incident EM wave. Certainly, the mentioned functions are pendant on EM prop-
erties of the pertinent antennas too. The precise derivation of these formulas for different
cases of interest, as a discipline of its own, establishes the third chapter.
The foundations created in the aforementioned chapters are the bases of a software
called Multipath environment Emulator for performance Simulation of radiation Termi-
nals (MEST). The simulation process for this software is elaborated in Chapter 4. There
are several examples in this chapter for verification of the results produced by MEST.
Finally, a brief chapter will address some overall points regarding the appended papers
in this thesis. The second part of the report is dedicated to the published papers whose
layouts have been changed to go well with the first part of the thesis.
Keywords: Beam-forming technique, beam-port, Butler network, capacity, correlation,
decoupling efficiency, diversity gain, element port, embedded radiation efficiencies, isotropic
environment, multipath environments (fading environments), multi-port (multi-element)
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Part I
Analysis & Formulation
1
Chapter 1
Multi-port Antennas in Multipath
Environments
Usage of multiple antennas in multipath environments has long been of concern foradvantages it renders. The very first benefit of multiple antennas was recognized as
the array gain they offer. In particular, after an extensive study in 1970s based upon the
notion of space diversity, they attracted considerable amount of attention. Afterwards,
in late 80s and early 90’s, spatial multiplexing has been introduced by communication
engineers which revealed a further significant advantage of them in increasing the capacity
(or if you like, spectral efficiency) of a wireless communication system. For the time being,
we shall dedicate a few minutes giving a brief introduction on the benefits of multi-element
radiation terminals at the transmitter and the receiver sides similar to those listed in [1].
The first advantage of multi-port antennas in communication systems is the Array
Gain. Array gain is referred to an average enhancement in received SNR at the receiver
as a result of coherent combining of signals at the ports of the receiver terminal or the
transmitter. Signals received at different ports have different amplitudes and phases and
when combined coherently can bestow enhanced SNR being proportional to the number
of the present elements. In contrast, exploitation of array gain for the case wherein a
multi-element antenna is used at the transmitter requires the knowledge of the channel
at this side. The latter is beyond the scope of this thesis and, thus, will not be discussed
here. A further recognized benefits of these systems are shown by Diversity Gain. This
concept will be addressed in the following chapter. Yet, for the time being, to briefly
touch this issue, just recall that fluctuation in the received signal power in a multipath
environment is called fading. When the power of a signal drops significantly, it is said to
be in fade resulting in a loss of connection. Diversity gain is used in wireless communica-
tion systems to combat fading. In addition to that is the Spatial Multiplexing which for
the same bandwidth offers a linear increase in the transmission rate without any power
expenditure. For instance, a bit stream to be transmitted can be demultiplex into two
half-rate sub-streams, and transmitted through different antenna simultaneously. Under a
suitable channel conditions, the spatial signatures of these signals at the receiver terminal
are well separated. Hence, the receiver having the knowledge of the channel can differ-
entiate between these two co-channel signals and extract the corresponding sub-streams
accordingly. Moreover, Interference Reduction was mentioned as the last advantage of
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these systems. It happens due to frequency reuse in wireless channels. When multi-
element antennas are used, the difference between the spatial signatures of the signals of
same frequency makes it possible to reduce the interference between them.
A simple look at the schematic of a Space-Time (ST) wireless communication system
reveals that the differences between a ST communication system and a conventional sys-
tem are limited to three different parts. That is, ST-coding/interleaving, ST-prefilterning,
and finally multi-element radiation terminals which is the main concern of the current the-
sis. In what follows we are going to carefully study the performance of a multi-element
antenna and to investigate the different gauges by which they have been characterized.
Moreover, we would like to see whether we could directly realize system parameters given
above for these radiation systems. Please bear in mind that we are looking upon these
antennas from electromagnetics (EM) standpoint.
1.1 Conventional versus Contemporary Characteri-
zation of Antennas
In conventional characterization of antennas, the radiation pattern plays a central role.
Perhaps the main job of antenna engineers has been to architecture the radiation pattern
to meet the desired specification. Parameters like half power beam width, beam width
between first nulls, side lobe level, back-lobe level, directivity, and polarization are in-
deed the direct derivatives of the radiation pattern. Also, some other parameters like
input impedance, bandwidth, radar cross section, size, weight etc. are of considerable
importance.
Yet, in contemporary design of the radiation systems, which are going to be used
in multipath environment (e.g., NLOS)1, the radiation pattern of an antenna loses its
central role and hence architecture of the radiation pattern is not the main concern of the
antenna engineers. As a matter of fact, the ultimate concerns of the antenna engineers are
to design antennas which not only meet the system considerations e.g., size and weight,
but also exhibit, in general, acceptable total embedded radiation efficiencies.
The major difference between characterization of antennas in LOS2 and in NLOS re-
sides on the fact that while the pattern of an antenna is the main source in LOS frame,
the received signal at the port of an antenna is the unique source to be used for that
purpose. For instance, the mean received power, which plays a significant role in char-
acterization of antennas, is the average power at the port of an antenna measured in a
multipath environment.3 Furthermore, at the presence of multi-port antenna which has
different radiation elements placed close to each other, a different term called correlation
has been coined. Correlation between two elements (or ports) of an antenna system is
the cross-correlation between the received signals at those ports. Hence, to characterize
a multi-element antenna in multipath environments, we need to either measure the an-
tenna’s port signal in a real multipath environment or create a simulation tool, which can
fulfill the same task. The measurement of an antenna has always its own challenges among
1 None line-of-sight cases
2 Line-of-sight
3 Refer to Chapter 4 on page 27.
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which the repeatability of the same environment stands out. This is beyond the scope
planned for this thesis, yet for the time being just bear in mind that a new generation of
measurement tools has been used for this purpose called Reverberation Chambers which
are limited to a particular type of environments of certain characteristics.
In the frame of this thesis, our main goal is to create a simulation tool by which
we could create the samples of received signals at the ports of a multi-element terminal
operating in a multipath environment. In the next few chapters, the bases of such a
software are established and well detailed to a point of satisfaction. On our way to this
end, before anything we state that the received signal at the port of a radiation terminal,
in general, depends on two major factors. On one side, it depends on the properties
of the multipath environment which are the characteristics of the incoming EM waves.
And, on the other side, it relies on EM characteristics of the antenna. The latter is the
subject of the third chapter, whereas the former is clarified to some extent in the following
subsection.
1.2 Properties of Incoming EM waves in Multipath
Environments
As long as the characteristics of the incoming EM waves are concerned, there shall be
polarization as well as amplitude and phase description. Furthermore, the received signals
at the ports of a multi-element antenna depend on the incident direction of the incoming
EM waves, known as Angle of Arrival (AoA), too. The latter was the focus of many papers
in which different non-uniform models, at least for elevation plane, have been purposed
[2]-[8], and the interested reader is referred to these references.4
Having said that, it is also rewarding for us to note that concentrating solely on
the distribution of AoA in an environment is obviously lacking inasmuch as it does not
take into account the orientation of the radiation terminal having presumably a non-
uniform gain pattern. Therefore, for any single orientation of the radiation terminal, an
independent characterization must be made, which gives rise to a new different set of
gauges like correlation, diversity gains etc. The latter has created a trend for engineers
to seek a reference environment. Indeed, for a viewer on the coordinates of the terminal,
the AoA distribution for different orientations of it could in average be represented by a
uniform function.
Furthermore, concerning polarization of the incoming EM waves, since a mobile ter-
minal can have any arbitrary orientation in space, the same kind of reasoning given for
AoA can be applied equally well here too. Hence, the notion of balanced polarization
has been coined to indicate incoming EM waves of arbitrary polarizations. The last two
features, i.e., uniform distribution of AoA and balanced polarization, establish the main
characteristics of a type of reference environment referred to as isotropic environment.
This particular environment achieves a practical appeal mostly due to the fact that it can
be almost precisely emulated in a fine reverberation chamber [9].
To address the curiosity about the nature of the incoming EM waves e.g., distribution
4 Consideration of non-uniform AoA is not within the research framework defined for the current
thesis.
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of their amplitudes and phases, we refer to many experimental results in which it has been
shown that amplitude of the received voltages at the ports of the elements comply with
Rayleigh distribution [10, sec.1.1]. Since, the voltages could be considered as a weighted
sum of the incident electric fields upon the antenna, based on the central limit theorem
[11], the incident electric fields could presumably be random variables of independent,
identical distribution regardless of the precise forms of their distribution functions. Hence,
for the sake of convenience and for empirical reasons alone, zero mean complex Gaussian
random variable stands a brilliant model to be used for these incoming EM waves. For
instance, electric field of an arbitrary polarized incoming wave from a solid angle direction
of Ω can be given by
~E(Ω) = Eθ(Ω)θˆ + Eψ(Ω)ψˆ (V/m) , (1.1)
wherein Eθ and Eφ are independent complex Gaussian random variables.
1.3 Summary
The current short chapter was devoted to some background about usage of multi-port
antennas in multipath environments. A few privileges rendered by them were listed and
explained. Some discussion was made for comparison between the conventional and con-
temporary characterization of antennas. It was emphasized that the role of the shape of
the patterns of antennas had been weakened for those designed to work in fading envi-
ronments. Some words were dedicated to the characteristics of incoming EM waves in
multipath environments and the way they are modeled.
Chapter 2
Performance Parameters
The multidisciplinary nature of wireless communication systems results in differentinterpretations and inferences of the similar concepts leading, in turn, to inconsistent
nomenclature among different research groups worldwide. Therefore, before entering to
the heart of our analysis, we shall dedicate adequate time to clarify certain terms to be
used later on. In light of the clarifications to be made in this chapter, the subsequent
parts of the thesis are understood more fluently. The first section deals with the definition
of different diversity gains and some interesting and noteworthy points about them. The
second section is dedicated to definitions of different correlations and throws light upon
their relations in a consistent way. Last but not least, the third section is reserved for
efficiency characterization of multi-port radiation systems. There is much evidence in
the literature amplifying the role of radiation efficiencies in ultimate performance of the
multi-element antennas. In this regard, the latter section requires more attention and
merits further dedications. As a point of caution, we reiterate that isotropic environment
to be used in this chapter is referred to multipath environments of uniform AoA and
balanced polarization. Note that, some elucidations concerning different capacities and
the way they are evaluated in the frame of our work are set aside and deferred to section
4.2 on page 30. Therefore, capacity is not addressed in this chapter.
2.1 Diversity Gain
Despite the fact the diversity gain bears a key-role in evaluation of MIMO systems designs,
it lacks a unanimous definition among researchers worldwide. While communication en-
gineers have their own interpretation of the gains rendered by multiple element antennas’
usage [1]-[14], the antenna experts look upon multi-port terminals differently [15]-[18].
Hence, the main concern of this section is to clear out what we refer to as diversity gain
throughout this report. Then, some words are to be said regarding different prevalent
schemes chosen for achieving diversity gains and the upper bounds that are affiliated with
them.
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2.1.1 Definition
Wireless communication links are exposed to fluctuations in the signal level in time,
frequency and space domain, referred to as fading. That is, there is a finite probability for
each signal to frequently undergo a certain threshold level resulting in loss of connection.
To mitigate the problem, the choice of using multiple element antennas, say diversity
branches, have been introduced. Increasing the number of diversity branches, indeed,
reduces the chance of simultaneous fading over all of them. Therefore, by virtue of
some simple combining techniques, the possibility of loosing connection in a multipath
environment can be reduced considerably. Note that combining can be realized in several
ways having different level of complexity [12]. Some renowned combining techniques are
selection combining, switched combining, Equal Gain Combining, and maximum-ratio
combining [12].
In the frame of this thesis, among different mentioned combining schemes, we con-
centrate on maximum ratio combining (MRC) and selection combining (SC) ones. The
former is chosen for its bestowing an optimum performance whereas the latter is more
known for its simplicity1. In the MRC scheme, the signal is firstly co-phased and then the
combiner outputs a weighted sum of the signals available at all ports yielding maximum
possible SNR at the receiver. On the contrary, in the SC scheme, the combiner outputs
the signal at the port with highest power. Both mentioned schemes have been elaborated
in depth in different literatures2 and the interested reader is referred to them.
Diversity gain, though has its real meaning inherent in its name, can be interpreted
from different standpoints. From communication system point of view, diversity gain is
the slope of the bit error rate versus Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) curves of logarithmic
scales in both axes. Naturally this slope is considered for the linear part of the curves,
which corresponds to relatively larger SNRs. In this way, the diversity gain is dependent on
different parameters such as the detection method and the type of the modulation [1]-[14].
To conquer this issue, engineers restrict themselves to a certain modulation scheme e.g.,
BPSK, and use the symbol error rate (SER) curves instead of BER ones [1]. Also, bear
in mind that to focus on the study of diversity gain, communication engineers consider
repetition coding through different branches which incurs a reduced spectral efficiency [1].
The discussion presented above is rather formal and involved. From antenna point of
view, things are a bit less obvious when we incorporate many system parameters involved
for definition of diversity gain. This fact leaves no room for antenna engineers unless
an alternative definition and interpretation of the diversity gain. Therefore, different
diversity gains have been defined based on the received signals cumulative distribution
function (CDF) curves, measured in a fading environment. In this way, apparent diversity
gain (ADG) is defined as the ratio between the strength of the diversity signal and the best
branch’s one at %1 level of their CDF curves. In other words, if the CDFs are drawn in
logarithmic format, the difference between the CDF curve of the diversity signal achieved
from certain combining scheme and the best branch’s one forms the ADG. Furthermore,
effective diversity gain (EDG) is defined as the ratio between the strength of the diversity
signal and an ideal reference antenna’s one, measured in ideally the same environment, at
%1 level of their CDF curves. By ideal we mean an antenna with unit radiation efficiency.
1 Note that it is not the simplest one regarding the implementation.
2 For instance, look at [10, Chap. 5] or [12, Chap. 7].
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Figure 2.1: Definition of ADG for an arbitrary two-port antenna in an isotropic environment.
The envelope correlation between the two elements is ρe = 0.5.
In a rich isotropic environment, as long as a single-port ideal reference antenna is used,
the relation between the aforementioned diversity gains become:
EDG = etotmax · ADG , (2.1)
where etotmax is the total embedded radiation efficiency of the best branch. Indeed, EDG
renders a possibility to find out how well our diversity radiation system performs in
comparison with a single ideal isotropic antenna. It shall be clear that in case of a non-
uniform multipath environment, the total embedded efficiency in (2.1) should be replaced
by mean effective gain [3]. Fig. 2.1 illustrates the definition of ADG for an arbitrary two-
port antennas in a Rayleigh fading isotropic environment. EDG can simply be envisioned
as the distance between the dashed curve and the MRC diversity curves. The envelope
correlation3 between the signals available at these ports is ρe = 0.5.
Now that the definitions of ADG and EDG have been cleared, the first question
that emerges is as in a Rayleigh fading environment ultimately how much ADGs can be
achieved by using different number of elements in our radiation terminal. This question
will be addressed in the following short section.
2.1.2 Maximum Possible Diversity Gain
It is a matter of concern as ideally how much diversity gain we can achieve in uncorrelated
Rayleigh multipath environments. In a general Rayleigh fading environment i.e., arbitrary
AoA distribution, the maximum possible ADG occurs for multi-port antennas with similar
average received power at their ports and no correlation between their received signals.
In contrast, in a rich isotropic environment, the maximum EDG happens for the case
in which both elements have no correlation and are of unit embedded element radiation
3 It is defined in (2.6) on page 12.
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Table 2.1: Maximum achievable ADG for SC and MRC Schemes.
ADGmax dB
No. of Elements SC scheme MRC scheme
1 0.0 0.0
2 10.2 11.7
3 13.8 16.4
4 15.8 19.1
5 17.0 21.0
6 17.9 22.5
7 18.6 23.7
efficiencies. Under this constraint, both ADG and EDG present the same maximum limit.
Hence, we focus on the rich isotropic environments and restrict ourselves to them. For this
purpose, we ought to theoretically find the CDFs of the combined signals. For instance,
let us opt for SC scheme. Based on the definition of SC scheme, for an M-branch multi-
element antenna, the CDF (PSC) can be set by its probability density function (PDF),
p, as in [10],[12]. Naturally, when the maximum of a group of numbers is less than a
particular amount, it necessitates that all of them be simultaneously less than it4,
PSC(r) = p(rSC < r) = p(max[r1, r2, . . . , rM] < r) . (2.2)
On the other hand, by assuming no dependancy between the variables, meaning that they
are uncorrelated, (2.2) becomes
PSC(r) =
M∏
m=1
p(rm < r) , (2.3)
where, p stands for the PDF of the corresponding received signal. By assumption of
Rayleigh distributed received signal, PSC in (2.3) can be found. Later, by a numerical
method the argument r◦, at which PSC reaches its 1% level, can be obtained. Now, having
r◦ in access, we can readily calculate the corresponding maximum ADG. In a tantamount
way, a closed-form formula for MRC case can be also achieved and solved numerically to
give the corresponding maximum ADG [10].
Based on the discussion presented above, the results of our calculation up to M =
7 number of ports are summarized in Table 2.1. Note that the more the number of
diversity branches, the less the sequential enhancements in the corresponding achievable
diversity gain. For instance, by SC diversity scheme, the increase in diversity gain from
two branches to three branches is 3.6 dB; whereas, from M = 19 to M = 20 is only 0.4 dB.
2.1.3 Measurement of ADG
The main concern regarding the definition of ADGs at 1% level of received signals’ CDF
curves is its accurate measurement. In a fading environment due to the statistical nature of
4 This fact reminds the AND operator.
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the signals at different ports of a multi-element antenna, unless an adequate and normally
huge number of measured samples of the received signals are available, the corresponding
CDF curves deviate from their converged counterparts down at 1% level. For instance,
based on the results in [19, Table 1], in order to reach an accuracy better than 0.25 dB
the number of independent measured samples should exceed ten thousands.
Collecting an enormous number of measured samples at ports of a multi-element an-
tenna in a multipath environment is unacceptably cumbersome, if not impossible. Also,
reverberation chambers, which are presently prevalent for diversity gain measurements in
isotropic environments, are limited to a finite number of independent samples. Indeed,
reference [19] introduces one way to come over this problem for a case of two-port anten-
nas. Yet, the approach upon which the paper evolves can be used to bypass this difficulty.
Last words, it is important to note that the current difficulty will be pronounced more
for radiation systems with higher number of ports.
2.2 Correlation
In multi-element antenna system, correlation between any two different elements refers to
the correlation between the received signals of the corresponding branches [8]. Indeed, it
is a measure of similarities between two different ports’ signals. In MIMO communication
systems, the maximum capacity of the system cannot be achieved unless the correlation
between different elements is zero. This fact renders an impressive role to the mentioned
parameter, which necessitates a better regard. There are few factors effective on this
entity. They are AoA distribution5, and embedded element far field functions. In the
literature, some factors like mutual coupling and spatial structure have been considered
also as efficacious in correlation [8]. However, both of the foregoing factors are inher-
ent in embedded far field functions of the elements. Therefore, we avoid treating them
individually though acknowledging that their influence can be also studied separately.
Furthermore, it is important to note that spatial correlation affects the slope of the
CDF curve of diversity combined signal and the efficiency gives some shifts to signals’
CDFs. That how much efficiency shifts the diversity signals’ CDF curve is a question
of interest and at least for cases of a two-port antenna has been shown in [19]. To
mathematically formulate the correlation, let us first presume two voltage vectors, V¯i and
V¯j, measured at ith port and jth port of a multi-element terminal in a fading environment.
The entries of these two vectors can be envisioned as measured voltage samples at the
corresponding ports in different scenarios. The covariance, C, defined upon these two
vectors are calculated by
C(V¯i, V¯j) = E
(
(V¯i − E(V¯i))(V¯j − E(V¯j))
T
)
. (2.4)
where E indicates the expectation operator and .T stands for transpose. Now, the cor-
relation coefficient, known as complex correlation between the branches i and j, is given
5 A further parameter called cross polarization coupling is also influential which is beyond the scope
of the current report being restricted to balanced polarization.
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by:6
ρij =
C(V¯i, V¯j)√
C(V¯i, V¯i) ·C(V¯j , V¯j)
. (2.5)
Normally, the phase of the complex correlation is insignificant in comparison with its
amplitude. Therefore, the absolute value of complex correlation is mostly regarded and
simply referred to as correlation. Thus, from now on, whenever we refer to correlation,
we mean |ρ| defined in (2.5).
In addition to this, measurements of the voltage sample as a complex vector with an
amplitude and a phase seem more troublesome than the associated time average power
samples.7 Therefore, in cases where the power sample vectors are in access, envelope
correlation, ρe, is used. Should we denote the associated power vectors at port i and j by
P¯i and P¯j , respectively, the envelope correlation is then
ρeij =
C(P¯i, P¯j)√
C(P¯i, P¯i) ·C(P¯j , P¯j)
≈ |ρij|
2, (2.6)
with the corresponding covariance operator defined similar to (2.4). In [10], it is said that
the envelope correlation approximates the squared correlation, which is reflected in (2.6).
In [20, Fig.1], it is shown that the relative error in this approximation does not exceed
3%.
We stress that under certain ideal circumstances -which is not far from reality- both
correlation and envelope correlations can be achieved from embedded element far field
functions of the corresponding branches. The latter requires a discipline of its own8; yet,
for the time being, it suffices to say that the embedded element far field function of an
element, ~Gemb, is the far field function measured or simulated when the corresponding
element is excited by the pertinent source at its port whereas all other present ports are
terminated to their own terminating impedances. Having said that, we directly present
the formula for e.g., envelope correlation, as follows
ρeij =
∣∣∣∣
∮
4pi
~Gembi ·
~G∗embjdΩ
∣∣∣∣
2
∮
4pi
| ~Gembi |
2dΩ ·
∮
4pi
| ~Gembj |
2dΩ
. (2.7)
Now, let us spend a few moments to clarify some noteworthy points about the features of
the aforementioned environment wherein (2.7) holds. First and foremost, this multipath
environment has uniform angle of arrival for the incident EM waves. Moreover, for these
incoming waves, it is assumed that both polarizations are uncorrelated and equally likely.
In addition to this, they have the same average power density i.e., balanced polarization.
To clarify the former point, we stress that at each incident direction, orthogonal polar-
izations are uncorrelated. Furthermore, the incoming waves of the same polarization are
6 In MATLAB, the command ’corrcoef’ uses the same formula as here.
7 Measurements in a reverberation chamber in which both transmit and receive antennas are connected
to the same vector network analyzer is an exception.
8 Find more about it at section 3.3.1 on page 22.
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spatially uncorrelated. Last but not least, it is presumed that the incident EM waves are
samples of an ergodic random variable [21]. The keen reader may realize that based on the
central limit theorem [11], having numerous independent incident waves upon an antenna
results in a Rayleigh distributed received signal at its port. Therefore, in its precise form,
equation (2.7) is solely credible in Rayleigh multipath environments of isotropic features
and shall not be used for other types of environments. For your consideration, we state
that the isotropic environment created in a fine reverberation chamber approximates this
ideal multipath environment to a considerable extent. For this reason, the reverberation
chambers have been granted a great deal of attention recently.
As the last point, we recall that in general and from mathematical point of view, corre-
lation coefficient, ̺, resides within the range −1 6 ̺ 6 1. However, an interesting feature
for the signals of Rayleigh distribution is that the envelope correlation, ρe, as defined in
(2.6), is a non-negative measure [21]. This fact removes any ambiguity concerning the
potential conflicts in signs that could possibly obsess the keen readers.
2.3 Efficiency Characterization of Multi-port Anten-
nas
We address a novel way of expressing the radiation characteristics of multi-port antennas
which is not only in harmony with the classical concept of radiation efficiencies of a single
port antenna, but also of interest for its ease of measurement. Of practical concern is
the case in which all present elements are terminated to the characteristic impedance
of the system, Z◦, being normally of pure resistive nature. In this specific case, all
efficiency pertinent parameters can be recast in terms of scattering parameters. Thus, we
restrict ourselves to this assumption for the following parts. Furthermore, for the sake of
simplicity, from now on, we refer to impedance of Z◦ as match termination.
For an antenna element at the presence of other elements, aside from losses in the
non-ideal conductors, dielectrics and lossy objects, absorption in terminations of other
neighboring elements as well as reflection on its own port contribute to the reduction
of its radiation efficiency. Total embedded element efficiency of an antenna is, indeed,
a measure indicating reduction of radiation performance caused by the aforementioned
factors. In what follows we deal with different parameters characterizing these influential
factors. But before that, we shall set a few notations.
2.3.1 Some Definitions and Notations
Maximum available power from the source9, denoted by Pavs, is the maximum power
available from the source of certain internal impedance, which –for the time being– is
assumed to be the same as the characteristic impedance of the system, as mentioned.
Moreover, power dissipated in all present match terminations due to coupling through
9 We will, henceforth, refer to it shortly as available power.
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excitation at port i is referred to P icpl given by
P icpl = Pavs
N∑
j=1
|sji|
2
, (2.8)
wherein N refers to the total number of the ports i.e., elements. As a point of caution,
we stress that the reflected power at the port i denoted by P irfl is, indeed, included in P
i
cpl
and is evaluated by
P irfl = Pavs |sii|
2
. (2.9)
Moreover, the accepted power, Pacc, is defined as that part of the available power which is
delivered to the corresponding element for radiation. It should be clear that a portion of
the power which is coupled and is dissipated on the terminations of other present ports is
not potentially available for radiation; thus, an alternative name for accepted power could
be decoupled power. Given that the element i is excited, the accepted power associated
with it can be calculated by
P iacc = Pavs − P
i
cpl . (2.10)
Bear in mind that the mentioned definition of the accepted power is a general definition.
In case of a single radiation element, there will be no coupling, hence the coupled power
as defined above becomes equal to the reflected power at its own port.
In addition, in the case of ohmic losses on the elements or at the presence of a lossy
object, a portion of the accepted power will be dissipated and is referred to as loss power,
Plos. Now, what is left forms the radiated power which is denoted by P
i
rad. That is,
P irad = P
i
acc − P
i
los , (2.11)
where P ilos stands for losses over the radiation structure when element i is excited and all
other elements are match terminated. Having set those, now we have all the necessary
ingredients in access to define different useful parameters.
2.3.2 Embedded Element Efficiencies
By definition, in a multi-element antenna system, embedded element efficiency of element
i, eiemb, is the ratio between the radiated power and the accepted power while port i is
excited and all other present ports are match terminated,
eiemb =
P irad
P iacc
. (2.12)
In the same way, total embedded element efficiency for port i, eitot, is the ratio between
the radiated power and the available power,
eitot =
P irad
Pavs
. (2.13)
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2.3.3 Decoupling Efficiency
Based on what has been mentioned, the less the coupling among the neighboring elements,
the higher the accepted power. In an ideal case of no ohmic losses and no coupling, all
input power to the element then radiates from it. Indeed, this fact has created a trend
among engineers to reduce the coupling as much as possible in order to enhance the
elements’ performances. To measure engineers’ success in this respect, a parameter has
been coined which can best be called decoupling efficiency [22]. Decoupling efficiency,
eidec, is defined as the ratio between the accepted power by excitation at port i and the
incident power at this port.10
eidec =
P iacc
Pinc
= 1−
N∑
j=1
|sji|
2 (2.14)
Note that associated with each port, there comes a certain decoupling efficiency specified
by (2.14). Considering (2.13), (2.12) and (2.14), the total embedded efficiency can be
recast as
eitot = e
i
emb · e
i
dec , (2.15)
which reminds the classic definition of total radiation efficiency of a single-port antenna
(etot = emch · erad) in which matching efficiency, emch, is defined as follows:
emch =
Pacc
Pavs
= 1− |Γ|2 , (2.16)
with Γ being the reflection coefficient at the port. There are few points concerning de-
coupling efficiency worth noting. The first point is that based on the definition given, the
decoupling efficiency is assessed by means of scattering parameters of the system which
are not relatively difficult to measure. If we had defined it based on radiated power, it
would have required a thorough measurement of radiated power, which is a tedious task.
Moreover, a salient feature of decoupling efficiency is that in many practical cases it would
stand as a fine indicator of total embedded efficiency. In fact, with the one proviso that
there be no power dissipation on the structure i.e., eemb = 0 dB, the decoupling efficiency
becomes the same as total embedded efficiency of the corresponding element.11 Further-
more, as a final point, bear in mind that the definition of decoupling efficiency is a general
one, which in case of a single element or alternatively no coupling among the elements of
a multi-element radiation terminal reduces to the classic matching efficiency. Hence, the
latter might be considered as a special case of the former.
2.4 Summary
This chapter was dedicated to some important parameters in characterization of multi-
port antenna systems in multipath environments. The chapter threw light upon diversity
gain’s definition used by antenna engineers and outlined some significant points concerning
10 Note that here we have restricted ourselves to match terminated ports. Thus, the incident power at
the port equals the maximum available power from the source e.g., Pavs = Pinc.
11 Recall that we are only concerned about match terminations.
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this critical parameter. Later, a fairly detailed section was spent on different correlations
and the ways whereby they are evaluated. In the last part of the chapter, a novel and
unified way of expressing the efficiency performances of multi-port radiation terminals
was introduced. The notion of decoupling efficiency, which has been in use quite recently,
was addressed to some extent in this part.
Chapter 3
Formulation of the Received Signals
The main concern of the current chapter is to derive some useful formulas renderingthe received voltage and the associated power signals at the port(s) of an antenna
system upon presumption of a known incident EM wave. The formulas will be precisely
derived and the steps in their derivation are elaborated to a point of satisfaction while
details remain within our patience. The derivation has been established based on the
previous work in the department [15]. However, it gives a more general appearance to the
previously achieved formulas in a sense that it includes the non-ideal radiation efficiencies
into account. In addition to that, since the approach upon which the formulations have
been evolved is independent from the previous counterpart work, the normalizations used
in them are different. We stress that the current expressions present a consistent normal-
ization and are credible in general circumstances. Therefore, the current developments
are, by no means, a repetition of the previously published material and merit some more
time and dedications. The chapter starts with the simple case of single-port antenna
terminated to the characteristic impedance of the system. Then, it is generalized to a
case in which the antenna has an arbitrary impedance at its port. The latter will then be
generalized to a case in which we have a multi-port antenna system with inherent coupling
between its ports. The concept of embedded element far field function is then clarified
and the way it is evaluated is cleared. The chapter will be closed by virtue of a verification
study in which the power formulation achieved will be shown to be in consistent with the
previously published results.
3.1 Case of Matched Terminated Single-port Antenna
Before entering to the heart of our derivation we need to recall a few points. First of
all, it is supposed that the antenna’s far field function is measured or excited by a source
of Z◦ internal impedance. It is also assumed that the presumed antenna, to be used in
receive mode, is connected to a receiver of the Z◦ impedance. Hence, due to reciprocity
the properties of this antenna in receive mode and transmit mode are similar. We start
with formulation of the received average power and later pursue our development to the
voltage vector.
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3.1.1 Formulation of Power Signal
The maximum power that can be received by the termination of our antenna is given by
Pmax =
|Vr|
2
8Rant
(3.1)
wherein Vr is the available induced voltage at the open circuited port of our antenna.
It happens in cases where we have a conjugate matched termination, i.e. Zant = Rant +
jXant = ZL
∗.1 However, in our case where the antenna is terminated by Z◦ (matched
terminated), the received power at the receiver takes the appearance of (3.2) [15],
PL = emch
|Vr|
2
8ℜ[Zant]
(3.2)
where emch was already defined in (2.16) on page 15
2 and ℜ stands for real operator. On
the other hand, the radiated power from the antenna is given by 3
Prad =
1
2
ℜ[Zant]|I|
2 erad ,
resulting in,
|I| =
√
2Prad
erad ℜ[Zant]
. (3.3)
The left term in (3.3) is the absolute value of the current flowing over the antenna in
transmit mode, rendering the radiated power of amount Prad. A formula for the received
voltage upon a known incident EM wave is provided in [24], in which η is the intrinsic
impedance of the medium [25, pp 363], and λ is the pertinent wavelength. As a reminder,
~Gr is the far field function of the antenna and Vr is the open circuit voltage upon an
incident EM wave, ~Einc.
Vr =
−2jλ
η I
~Gr · ~Einc (3.4)
Substituting (3.3) and (3.4) in (3.2) yields
√
PL =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
−2jλ
η
√
eradℜ[Zant]
2Prad
√
emch
8 ℜ[Zant]
~Gr · ~Einc
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
leading to
PL =
∣∣∣∣−jλ2η
√
1
Pavs
~Gr · ~Einc
∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.5)
The above equation can be simplified by dragging the constant terms out of the squared
absolute value to give it some more appealing appearance.
PL =
λ2
4η2 Pavs
∣∣∣ ~G(Ωk) · ~Einc(Ωk)∣∣∣2 (3.6)
1 Note that Rant = Rrad +Rlos where Rlos represents the conduction-dielectric losses [23, pp. 78].
2 In this problem, Γ = Z◦−Zant
Z◦+Zant
.
3 The radiation efficiency, erad, used here is equivalent to eemb in case of a single-port antenna.
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It is crucial to note that the above formula is solely valid under matched termination
constraint. Recall that the term Pavs is the available power from the source (Zs = Z◦)
whereby the far field function in (3.6) is either measured or simulated. Moreover, the
given formula shows that the maximum received power by any antenna depends upon
the far field function as well as the available power by which the far field function is
measured. It also depends on the strength of the incoming wave, ~Einc, whose unit is
volts/meter/steradian.
3.1.2 Formulation of Voltage Signal
In the preceding section, we have dealt with the associated received power at the port
of a single element matched terminated antenna. Indeed, this issue has been the target
of some other literature wherein different formulas were presented for the same purpose
(e.g., have a glance at [26, Chap.5], [23, eq. 2-112] or [21, eq. 81]).
To deal with the received voltage signal at Z◦ termination of our single port antenna,
we take advantage of the vector effective length of the antennas introduced in (3.4) [24].
If we presumably take the phase of the current by which the far field function is measured
or simulated equal to zero (i.e., it is considered as our phase reference), then the actual
value of the current in (3.3) becomes the same as its absolute value. Therefore, we can
write
Vr =
−2jλ
η
√
2Prad
erad·ℜ[Zant]
~Gr · ~Einc
=
−2jλ
η
√
ℜ[Zant]
2Pacc
~Gr · ~Einc (3.7)
Now, using the equivalent circuit in [23, Fig. 2.21], the received voltage appearing at Z◦
impedance connected to the port becomes
VL =
−2jλ
η
√
ℜ[Zant]
2Pacc
Z◦
Zant + Z◦
~Gr(Ωk) · ~Einc(Ωk) . (3.8)
Equation (3.8) is of particular concern serving our purpose better since it plays a central
role in capacity calculation of the channel, which is based on the channel matrix4. One
may verify the consistency of (3.6) and (3.8) by virtue of
PL =
1
2 Z◦
|VL|
2
.
In the following section, we deal with the formulation of the received signal at the port
of a single element antenna with an arbitrary termination.
4 Refer to Section 4.2 on page 30.
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3.2 Case of Arbitrary Terminated Single-port An-
tenna
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part we study the case in which
the impedance connected to the port in measuring the pattern is the same as the desired
impedance in receive mode upon which the voltage and power signals are to be formulated.
The former impedance, that is the internal impedance of the source by which the antenna’s
far field function is either measured or simulated e.g., in transmit mode, is denoted by Zs.
In contrast, the latter one, that is the impedance over which the receive mode formulation
is going to be established, is referred to as ZL.
3.2.1 Formulation for the case of Zs = ZL
Up to now we have assumed that the far field function, ~Gr, is measured or achieved by a
source of internal impedance Z◦, which is normally of resistive nature.5 Now, we would
like to presume that the source by which the far field function has been measured or
simulated has arbitrary complex impedance of Zs. If the given pattern is going to be
used to yield the received power and voltage signals, then the same formulas as (3.6)
and (3.8) can be used if and only if the receiver has a complex impedance similar to the
corresponding source used in measurement or simulation of the far field function. Yet, we
need to inject some points of caution.
First of all, note that the reflection coefficient given in the preceding section has to be
modified in order to hold for a general complex impedance [27]. That is,
Γ =
Zant − Z
∗
s
Zant + Zs
, (3.9)
where the symbol ∗ stands for complex conjugate. The matching efficiency based on the
above reflection coefficient can then be evaluated to be
emch =
4ℜ[Zant]ℜ[Zs]
|Zant + Zs|
2 . (3.10)
Recall that the available power in this case becomes
Pavs =
|Vs|
2
8 ℜ[Zs]
, (3.11)
whence the accepted power can be recast as
Pacc = emch · Pavs . (3.12)
By substitution of the aforementioned parameters, the received power and voltage signals
can be obtained from (3.6) and (3.8).
5 For instance, Z◦ = 50Ω.
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3.2.2 Formulation for general choices of Zs and ZL
Now, assume that we have measured the far field function by virtue of a source of certain
voltage, Vs, as before and an arbitrary complex internal impedance of Zs. Having this far
field function, ~Gr, in access, we wish to formulate the voltage and the associated power at
arbitrary complex load impedance of ZL created by an arbitrary complex incident electric
field of ~Einc.
Should we presumably take the far field function proportional to the current flow-
ing over the antenna structure, it can be shown that the preceding formulation for the
associated power signal takes the appearance of
PL =
λ2
4η2Pavs
∣∣∣ ~Gr · ~Einc∣∣∣2 · ℜ[ZL]
ℜ[Zs]
∣∣∣∣Zant + ZsZant + ZL
∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.13)
We reiterate that Pavs is the maximum available power from the source of Zs internal
impedance (3.11). The corresponding voltage at the termination, ZL, can then be achieved
by
VL =
−2jλ
η
√
ℜ[ZL]
2Pacc
ZL
Zant + ZL
( ~Gr · ~Einc) (3.14)
where, of course, Pacc stands for the accepted power by the antenna when excited by a
source of Zs internal impedance. It is given in (3.12). Again, one may readily show that
the power, which is dissipated in ZL by the voltage given in (3.14), is the same as (3.13);
that is, both (3.13) and (3.14) read
PL =
1
2
ℜ[VLI
∗
L] .
Please note that in the derivation of the mentioned formulas, we have assumed a single-
port antenna case. It is also assumed that the antenna is small and simple in the sense
that the losses over the antenna can be modeled with a loss resistance in series with its
radiation resistance. For instance, for antennas over a lossy ground plane or with lossy
dielectric, the aforementioned model may not be applied. Hence, they are not considered
in these formulations. Yet, as long as the antenna’s equivalent circuit including the
corresponding losses is known, the same routine used above can be applied in order to
bestow the affiliated voltage and power vectors. If the equivalent circuit is not available,
the only way left is to re-measure or re-simulate the antenna terminated with the desired
complex impedance at its port. In the following section, we shall deal with the more
interesting case of multi-port antennas.
3.3 Case of Multi-port Antennas
Before elaborating the derivation of any formulation for the current section, we need
to clarify an important point. Indeed, it is of foremost significance to understand that
the performance of an element at the presence of other neighboring elements depends not
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only on the performance of the antenna itself, but also upon the inevitable coupling which
appears in these radiating structures. On the other hand, based on the antenna theory,
the performance of any antenna can be analyzed merely through its far field function
and the input impedance, not to mention its total radiation efficiency. This fact is, of
course, still credible under presumption of some neighboring antenna elements, which are
coupled to the pertinent one. In this case, the concept of embedded element far field
function is used to describe the spatial performance of the associated antenna element.
In this way, the total radiation efficiencies give their place to the total embedded element
efficiencies elucidated in section 2.3.2 on page 14. Therefore, in the following section, we
shall elaborate the concept of embedded element far field function.
3.3.1 Embedded Element Far Field Function
In general, the embedded element far field function associated to the ith antenna element
in a multi-port antenna system, denoted by ~Giemb, is referred to the measured or simu-
lated far-field function when the associated source connected to the ith port6 is switched
on whereas all other sources with arbitrary internal complex impedances connected to
them are turned off. There are three categories of embedded far field functions being
of particular interest. The first group of them are the embedded far field functions of
the elements while all present elements are terminated to the characteristic impedance
of the system, Z◦, which, like before, is of resistive nature e.g., Z◦ = 50Ω. Let us refer
to these embedded far field functions as the matched embedded far field function. These
far field functions come in picture more in practical circumstances, for instance, in the
reverberation chamber measurements. In addition to them, the short-circuit embedded far
field function refers to the embedded far field function when the corresponding element is
excited while all other elements are short-circuited. In a tantamount way, we can define
the open-circuit embedded far field function affiliated to the case where, except the excited
port, all other present ports are open-circuited.
This section is partitioned in two subsections. The difference between these two sec-
tions is associated with the set of impedances connected to the ports in measuring the
antennas and in using them as the receiver. In the first part we study the case in which
the sets of impedances connected to the ports are the same. In the second part, we deal
with the general cases in which the two mentioned sets of impedances are different. For
convenience in notation, let us recast the set of the impedances connected to different
ports in measurement or simulation phase in a matrix-form and denote it by Z¯s. We
arbitrarily call it the source impedance matrix, which is a diagonal matrix whose entries
are the complex impedances connected to the corresponding ports. Thus, for an N -port
antenna system, the source impedance matrix can be written as
Z¯s ,


Zs1 0 · · · 0
0 Zs2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ZsN


N×N
In the same way, we can also stack the set of the terminating impedances in a matrix called
6 That is, the port of the ith element.
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terminating impedance matrix, Z¯L. The entries of the terminating impedance matrix are
the associated impedances connected to the ports in receive mode.
Z¯L ,


ZL1 0 · · · 0
0 ZL2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · ZLN


N×N
3.3.2 Formulation for the case of Z¯s = Z¯L
This case is the simplest one, in which quite similar formulas as in (3.6) and (3.8) hold
except that the different parameters in them shall be replaced by the corresponding em-
bedded ones. For instance, upon presumption of an incident EM wave from a solid angle
direction of Ωk, the received power at the port i can be recast as
P iL =
λ2
4η2 P iavs
∣∣∣~Giemb(Ωk) · ~Einc(Ωk)∣∣∣2 (3.15)
in which P iavs is the available power from the source connected to this port by which
~Gemb
is achieved. Furthermore, if the current at port i when measuring ~Giemb (i.e., I
i) is in
access, the received voltage signal can be attained by
V iL =
−2jλ
η I i
Zsi
Z iin + Zsi
~Giemb(Ωk) · ~Einc(Ωk) (3.16)
where Z iin is the embedded input impedance of the ith port. Note that (3.16) could be
also recast in the same way as in (3.8) based on the embedded accepted power.
3.3.3 Formulation for general choices of Z¯s and Z¯L
It is hardly desirable to restrict ourselves to certain sets of receivers for a simple reason
that in case any single of them has a different impedance, all the embedded patterns shall
be re-measured or re-simulated. The latter is cumbersome and needs a proper treatment.
Indeed, the best remedy to alleviate the burden of computation is to perform a particular
set of measurements or full wave simulations (e.g., open circuits, short circuits etc.) to
achieve the open circuit embedded pattern associated to each branch. Later, by virtue of
the equivalent circuits based on Z-matrix 7 of the structure and solving for the currents at
the ports with arbitrary terminating impedances, we are able to evaluate the embedded
element pattern of each element associated to certain set of terminating impedances. To
briefly yet sufficiently detail the procedure, let us consider an example.
An equivalent circuit of an arbitrarily terminated two-port antenna system is illus-
trated in Fig. 3.1 similar to the one used in [16]. We presume that the Z-matrix of the
network together with the voltages of the sources by which the two embedded element far
7 The current approach is used in [16] and [28].
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Figure 3.1: Equivalent Circuit of a Two-element Antenna connected to arbitrary sources at its
ports.
field functions were measured are available. Also known are the source impedances. The
ports’ current matrix is thus given by
I¯s = (Z¯ + Z¯s)
−1 · V¯s , (3.17)
in which the V¯s is a 2×2 diagonal matrix with Vs1 and Vs2 shown in Fig. 3.1 as its entries.
The open-circuit embedded far field functions of the structure can then be obtained by
~¯Goc = I¯s
−1
· ~¯Gsemb , (3.18)
where, like before, the bar sign upon ~G indicates its being a vector. This vector’s two
entries are the far field functions of the first and second elements associated to the source
impedance matrix8, respectively. It shall be clear that (3.18) holds at any spatial solid
angle, Ω(θ, ψ).
Now, if the current antenna system is going to be used in the receive mode with any
arbitrary terminating impedances of the receiver, the corresponding embedded far field
functions can be achieved as follows. First, the currents at the ports can be obtained
through,
I¯L = (Z¯ + Z¯L)
−1 · V¯L , (3.19)
wherein we arbitrarily choose an identity matrix for the diagonal matrix of V¯L . Afterward,
the desired embedded far field functions associated with Z¯L are evaluated by means of
~¯GLemb = I¯L ·
~¯Goc . (3.20)
Having achieved that, we have all ingredients (e.g., I¯L, P¯avs, and ~¯Gemb) in access to
calculate the voltage and power signals upon an incident EM wave. They only need to
be substituted for the corresponding terms in (3.15) and (3.16). The equivalent circuit of
any arbitrary terminated multi-element antennas can be simply envisioned and is already
shown in [21, Fig. 6]. We will close the current chapter by deriving the effective area of
an antenna based on our formulations, which is the goal of the next section.
3.4 Effective Area of an Antenna
In this section we wish to derive the effective area of an element based on the formulation
developed in the preceding sections. In this way, we find also an opportunity to verify our
8 The superscript .s indicates that the far field functions are associated with Z¯s terminating
impedances.
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formulation by some instructive comparisons with other materials published on the same
subject on fundamentally different bases.
Effective area or cross section of any antenna was defined under matched termination
and polarization conditions. By those postulations, our derived formula for received power
in (3.6), for an incident EM wave can be simply recast as
PL =
λ2
4η2 Pavs
| ~Gr(Ωk)|
2| ~Einc(Ωk)|
2, (3.21)
Recall that ~Gr is subject to
1
2η
∮
4pi
| ~Gr|
2dΩ = Prad . (3.22)
Should we denote the embedded power gain far field function of the corresponding element
by ~G, then it is subject to
1
4π
∮
4pi
|~G|dΩ = etot .
The power gain pattern was used by R. Collin in [26] whereas we used the square of far
field pattern denoted by ~Gr in our formulations. Inasmuch as the spatial configurations
of these two parameters are the same, only a normalization factor shall stand for their
difference. Therefore, this proportionality coefficient can be simply found to be
~G =
4π
2η
1
Pavs
| ~Gr|
2. (3.23)
By substituting (3.23) in (3.21), the received power can be rewritten as
PL =
λ2
2η · 4π
~G(Ωk)| ~Einc(Ωk)|
2. (3.24)
Furthermore, by virtue of Poynting vector as well as postulation of TEM waves for the
incoming EM waves, the incident power density associated with ~Einc becomes
Pinc =
1
2η
| ~Einc|
2. (3.25)
When inserted in (3.24), this equality renders
PL =
λ2
4π
~G(Ωk) Pinc , (3.26)
which is the same as (5.9) in [26]. Now, based on the definition of effective cross section,
Ae (i.e., PL = Ae · Pinc), introduced by Collin, within our normalization frame, it can be
recast as
Ae =
λ2
2ηPavs
| ~Gr|
2 .
The embedded effective area of an element in the presence of other elements can be
achieved readily by replacing ~Gr with the corresponding matched embedded element pat-
tern, not to mention the associated Pavs. The last point finalizes our chapter.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter has been dedicated to a precise formulation of the received voltage and the
associated power signal vectors upon a known incident EM wave. First of all, formulations
have been made for cases of single-port antennas and later pursued to general cases of
multi-element antennas. The formulas were also derived for circumstances wherein the
impedance connected to a single-port antenna in the measurement or simulation phase
was different from that connected to them in the receive mode. This issue was also
considered for a general case of multi-port antenna system. The last part necessitated
some elucidations concerning the concept of embedded element far field functions, which
was dealt with in this chapter.
Chapter 4
MEST
The current chapter is dedicated to a code called Multipath environment Emulatorfor performance Simulation of radiation Terminals (MEST) created for characteriza-
tion of multi-port antennas. Indeed, the software resides on the bases and the theories
developed in the preceding chapters. Moreover, the notion upon which the software was
established has been introduced and published in [15]. Yet, the formulation and the
simulation used there stand for lossless structures. This constraint has been alleviated
in the frame of our work, which is elaborated in this thesis. This chapter starts with
some elucidation concerning the simulation procedure used in MEST. The inputs and
the outputs as well as other necessary parameters are explained carefully. Later, a brief
section is dedicated to what we refer to as Capacity. The assumptions used in evaluation
of the capacity are clarified. Afterward, MEST will be verified by some simulation and
measurement results, which are collected in the last section of this chapter.
4.1 Simulation Description
Elaborating the foundations of MEST requires some reminders, which are in order. Please
recall that antennas in multipath environments are exposed to several incoming EM plane
waves of arbitrary polarization. Each EM plane wave, coming from a certain direction in
space known as AoA1, gives rise to a voltage at the port of the corresponding antenna.
Besides, inherent in each EM wave are frequency, amplitude as well as phase of it not
to mention its time dependency. As a result, the voltage across the termination of our
antenna is, at least, a function of frequency, time and spatial characteristics of both
incoming EM waves and radiation far field function of the element. Based on the bases
established in the preceding chapters, we reiterate that in the frame of our study, in
order to focus on the performance of the terminal, we look upon them neither in time
nor in frequency domain. Instead, we restrict ourselves to space domain and think of any
antenna as a space filter, which receives EM waves available in a portion of space with
certain efficiency. Yet, this assessment is at a specified frequency.
As mentioned, in a multipath and in particular a rich scattering environment, the
received voltage at the port of the antenna varies fast with respect to frequency, space and
1 It is already described in chapter 2.
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time. Bear in mind that the time dependency meant here is irrelevant to time harmonic
nature of the desired EM waves, which is accounted for by virtue of the phasor concept.
We are interested in samples of the received signal at different moments and in order to
leave no source of confusion to mix up space and time domains preferably attribute these
samples to different scenarios.
At each scenario, there are finite number of EM plane waves, say K, each coming
from arbitrary direction (i.e., AoA) being specified by its solid angle coordinates, shortly
denoted by Ω(θ, ψ). Many experimental results have shown that the amplitude of the
received voltages at the ports of the elements comply with Rayleigh distribution [10,
sec.1.1]. Since the voltages could be considered as a weighted sum of the incident electric
fields upon the antenna, based on the central limit theorem, the incident electric fields
could presumably be random variables of independent, identical distribution regardless
of the precise forms of their distribution functions. In the frame of our work, for sake
of convenience alone, a zero mean complex Gaussian random variable stands a brilliant
model to be used for these incoming EM waves.
All these time-harmonic EM waves affiliated with the same scenario contribute to the
final received voltage across the impedance termination on the port. Associated with
this voltage phasor is also a time-averaged power, which is, like voltage, a function of
the termination on the port too. The formulas governing this relations were derived and
elaborated precisely in chapter 3. Yet, they need to be modified for a general case of
several incoming EM waves. Thus, by virtue of superposition concept, we can rewrite
(3.15) and (3.16)2 as follows,
P iL
sc
=
λ2
4η2 P iavs
∣∣∣∣∣
K∑
k=1
~Giemb(Ω
sc
k ) ·
~Escinc(Ω
sc
k )
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(4.1)
V iL
sc
=
−2jλ
η I i
Zsi
Z iin + Zsi
K∑
k=1
~Giemb(Ω
sc
k ) ·
~Escinc(Ω
sc
k ) (4.2)
in which all the pertinent parameters are the same as those given in chapter 3. Note that
the superscript “sc” stands as an identity tag to show to which scenario the power and
voltage samples belong; also recall that η goes for intrinsic impedance of the medium,
and λ is the operational wavelength. Furthermore as a reminder, bear in mind that in
the above equation, which holds for the general case of multi-port antennas, the far field
function is subject to
Prad =
1
2η
∮
4pi
(|Gθ(Ω)|
2 + |Gψ(Ω)|
2)dΩ . (4.3)
Now, in a different scenario, an independent set of incident waves associated with
different AoAs are considered giving rise to another power sample. By repetition, say for
N times, we can create a vector of received power samples, P¯ , and the associated voltage
2 Refer to page 23.
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one, V¯ , each element of which corresponds to a certain independent scenario,
P¯ = [P sc1 , P sc2, . . . , P scN ]T ,
V¯ = [V sc1 , V sc2 , . . . , V scN ]T .
(4.4)
It should be clear that at each port, there would be the associated power and voltage
vectors. Hence, the number of received vectors equals the number of present ports in a
multi-element antenna system.
The mean or expected value of vector P¯ , denoted by E, is the average of all power
samples at different scenarios and can shortly be called mean received power, Prec. That
is,
Prec = E(P¯ ) . (4.5)
As a critical point, bear in mind that in parallel to the antennas under test, a reference
antenna has to be exposed to the same sets of incoming EM waves in different scenarios.
The average received power of this known antenna is then used for power normalization
purposes [29]. For simulation use, the reference antenna could be an ideal3, isotropic,
dual-port, dual polarized antenna. We stress that in a particular case of a rich isotropic
scattering environment, the shape of the pattern of an element is irrelevant to its per-
formance [10, pp 139], [30], [31]. Therefore, as long as it is compensated for the known
efficiency of any element, it can be used as a reference antenna. However, validity of the
latter is strictly limited to rich isotropic environments and shall not be generalized to
non-uniform cases.
The processes described above establish the central part of MEST, which has been
implemented in MATLAB environment. Beside different antenna parameters e.g., em-
bedded far field functions, Z¯, Z¯s, V¯s etc., one needs to point out the total number of
scenarios, N , as well as the number of incoming EM waves in each scenario, K. The
former is related to the accuracy of the simulation, whereas the latter can be thought
of as associated with richness of a multipath environment. As an example, the more
the number of scenarios, the closer the corresponding CDF curves to the converged CDF
curve ones. Indeed, the accuracy based on the number of scenario is to a considerable
extend detailed in [19]. Richness of an environment has been addressed in [32] and the
interested reader is referred to it.
Upon realizing a sufficient number of scenarios, MEST creates the associated voltage
and power vectors at each existing port. Later, the CDF curves can be plotted and
different diversity gains be extracted from them as detailed in chapter 2. On the other
hand, correlation can be achieved from (2.5) on page 12 with desired voltage vectors
substituted in it. The envelope correlation can be attained from (2.6) on page 12 in which
the corresponding power vectors are inserted. Under isotropic environment constraint,
the radiation efficiency for each branch can be defined as the ratio between the mean
received power at the pertinent port to that of an ideal single port reference antenna,
P refrec . That is,
eitot =
P irec
P refrec
, (4.6)
3 It has a unit total (embedded) efficiency.
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with Prec defined as in (4.5). In case we use a dual-port ideal reference antenna, the total
embedded radiation efficiency becomes twice of that given in (4.6). The reason resides on
the fact that in isotropic environments the balanced polarization condition is presumed
for the incoming waves and the mean received power by a dual-port, dual-polarized ideal
reference antenna is twice of its single-port counterpart. Our numerical study shows
clearly that the simulated total radiation efficiency is the same as that simulated by a full
wave simulator. In this way, the current issue can stand as a numerical verification of the
way these efficiencies are measured in any reverberation chamber measurements.
4.2 Capacity
One of the most appealing benefits in using MIMO systems is associated with significant
enhancement in spectral efficiency rendered by them [33]. Utilizing multi-port antennas
enables the system to present linear increase in spectral efficiency with respect to the
number of the elements, which is -no doubt- a rewarding feature. The concept is well-
established in different literature4 and the interested reader is referred to them. But, the
main goal here is to evaluate an upper bound ergodic capacity that can be obtained by a
multi-element antenna system.
Based on the process explained in the previous section regarding the simulation of our
received signals, we can establish the artificial channel matrix as follows. Let us assume
for instance that there are NT transmit antennas. Due to scattering environment the EM
waves originating from each transmitter reach the, say, NR-element receive antenna and
create a voltage vector at each port. Signals from other transmitters also establish the
sources for independent sets of EM waves giving rise to a separate set of voltage vectors
at different ports. Finally, the corresponding voltage vectors can be stacked in a matrix,
HNR×NT, representing a special channel matrix as elaborated above.
Also, since the received signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio plays an important role in capacity,
it necessitates a proper normalization of the channel matrix leading to independence of
H and SNR [34]. A general formula for normalization of the channel matrix is provided
in [35] which can be recast as
H¯n = H¯
[
1
NNTNR
N∑
n=1
‖H¯r‖
2
F
]−1/2
, (4.7)
where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm and Hr refers to the channel matrix of the reference
antenna simulated in the same N scenarios. Note that NR refers to the number of the
ports in our reference antenna. The ergodic (mean) capacity can, thus, be evaluated by
[12, pp 331]
C = E
[
log2
(
det
(
I¯ +
SNR
NT
H¯Hn · H¯n
))]
bps/Hz , (4.8)
in which ·H refers to Hermitian transpose, E denotes the expectation operator and I¯ goes
for identity matrix.
4 For instance, look at [1, Chap. 4] or [12, Chap. 10].
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In the frame of our study, we use the ergodic capacity as a measure for characterization
of our multi-element antenna. In the literature, another measure known as outage capacity
[1, pp. 75] is also in use which falls beyond the scope of the current thesis. Yet, it should
be said that based upon the data available in MEST, the latter can simply be implemented
in it. In the following section, we deal with some simulation and measurement results
achieved by our software.
4.3 Simulations and Measurements
In this part, we present some examples of simulation and measurements by virtue of
MEST. The first example is associated with the Eleven antennas to be introduced soon.
The second example is affiliated with the case of six-monopoles above a perfect electric
conductor (PEC) ground plane. This multi-port antenna system has been the main
concern of reference [15] and was later reflected and independently simulated in reference
[36]. In each example, the results of our simulation will be compared with those achieved
by different prevalent methods which are documented and published already. By that, we
would like to verify MEST and show its robust bases and foundations.
4.3.1 Two-port Eleven Antenna
Eleven antenna is among ultra wide-band multi-element antennas, which has been devel-
oped for use as a feed in future radio telescopes [37]. Inasmuch as it is wide-band and has
multiple ports, it stands as a fine example for verification of MEST. It is also brilliant for
us due to the fact that, under certain project called ETECH by Nordic research organiza-
tion, Eleven antenna has been measured by three different measurement methods which
finally have presented excellent agreements with each other ([37, Figures 7-9]) lending the
possibility of verification of MEST with different prevalent approaches.
The structure of the Eleven antenna is illustrated in Fig.4.1 in which the four port
antenna can be converted to a two-port counterpart by virtue of two 180◦ hybrids with
appropriate terminations, as detailed in [37, Figure 2]. In the frame of this thesis, we use
the embedded far field function, measured in Technical University of Denmark (DTU),
and realize correlation and diversity gains by virtue of MEST. Later, the outcomes will
be compared with those of [37, Figure 7]. The measured far field function’s solid angular
resolution is 1◦ × 1◦ in θ and ψ. The bandwidth of the antenna expands upon 2-8 GHz
and the far field functions were measured at 0.1 GHz frequency step.
Fig.4.2 illustrates the absolute value of complex correlation5 curves achieved based on
different methods: The first curve is through MEST and by means of (2.5) on page 12,
where the number of scatterers and scenarios are K = 200 and Sc = 104, respectively.
The second curve belongs to correlation attained by pattern multiplication for an isotropic
environment the square of which is given in (2.7) on page 12. The third curve is a plot
of square root of envelope correlation introduced in (2.6) on page 12. Finally, the fourth
curve is the one measured in Reverberation Chamber evaluated through ADG curves [37,
Fig.7] and [37, eq. 2] in this reference.
5 It is simply referred to as correlation.
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Figure 4.1: A picture of Eleven Antenna under test in Technical University of Denmark’s ane-
choic chamber.
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Figure 4.2: Correlation between the two ports of Eleven Antenna achieved by different methods
over a wide bandwidth.
In the same way, we can achieve the ADGs by MEST, which is based on CDF curves of
the received signals. On the contrary, knowing the correlation as well as total embedded
radiation efficiencies, one may obtain the ADGs through closed-form formulas provided
in [19]. Each ADG is associated with certain method. There are four different curves
presented in Fig.4.3. Two of them are associated with ADG by CDF curves of the received
signal created in MEST with K = 200 and Sc = 105. On the other hand, we have already
shown that the correlation achieved in three different ways present a plausible agreement.
Moreover, the total embedded radiation efficiencies have been studied to display also a fine
agreement [37]. Hence, we choose one of them e.g., the ones from DTU measurements,
and realize the ADGs by means of the aforementioned closed-form formulas from [19].
Thus, the two other curves are associated to these results. Note that if we use parameters
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Figure 4.3: ADGs for MRC and SC schemes based on different methods. Those associated with
MEST have been achieved by the corresponding CDF curves.
given from other methods, the resultant ADGs shall be -within certain accuracy- the
same. The outcome, as observable, is brilliant verifying the results created by MEST.
4.3.2 Six monopoles on a PEC plane
In this section, we briefly turn our attention towards a case of six monopoles above a
PEC ground plane which has been under analysis in the same way by two other references
[15], [36]. The six-monopole radiation system has been a simple configuration commonly
considered for adoptive and smart antennas, not to mention MIMO radiation terminals
[15]. Fig.4.4 illustrates the configuration of this multi-element antennas, in which the six
similar equidistant monopoles reside on a PEC, forming a hexagonal shape. Depending
on the distance between the subsequent monopoles, the coupling and correlation between
them as well as their total embedded efficiencies vary. We use a full wave simulator,
called Wire Structure Analysis Program (WSAP) created by J. Carlsson, to achieve the
S-parameters as well as the short-circuit embedded far field functions for each element.6
Afterward, the Z◦−terminated embedded far field functions of them are evaluated.7 Later,
by means of MEST, a similar simulation as in [15] and [36] has been conducted, whose
results are presented in Fig.4.5. These results are associated with the case where the
distance between subsequent elements is d = 0.14λ.
The results show an acceptable agreement with each other despite the fact that there
is a small discrepancy, in particular, between the curves associated with the case in which
3 transmit antennas are presumed. Yet, this small discrepancy can be attributed to some
reasons. First of all, the far field solid angular resolution used in [36] is 3◦ × 3◦ in θ and
6 The mentioned full wave simulator is based on the method of moments for EM numerical computa-
tion.
7 As a point of caution, it shall be said that the ground plane in WSAP extends to infinite while in
practice it has a finite dimension.
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Figure 4.4: Six monopoles on a PEC ground plane. The distance between different elements is
d = 0.14λ.
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Figure 4.5: Simulation results for capacity of six-monopoles on a conducting ground plane with
d = 0.14λ. Comparisons can be made with the corresponding results achieved in
[15] (Figure 9) and [36] (Figure 2).
ψ whereas we used 1◦× 1◦ resolution. Moreover, the results are frequency dependent and
a small shift in simulation frequency can be a major reason for this small disagreement.
Above all, recall that the PEC dimensions in our simulations and those associated with
the measured results are different. Finally, the total number of scenarios used in [15] and
[36] is Sc = 103 while we used Sc = 104. Our choice was because to obtain a certain
guarantee that the capacity achieved is not far from the converged one. We noticed that
repetition of the same simulation for Sc = 103 results in a slight shift in the capacity
curves which falls well within the disagreement we observe.
In addition to these two examples for verification of MEST, exclusive simulation and
measurement results for this purpose have been presented in [32]. The interested reader
is also recommended to read through this reference too.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we described the bases of our software, called MEST, which has been
evolved upon the foundations developed in the preceding chapters. An exclusive and si-
multaneously brief part was dedicated to clarify the evaluation of capacity in this software.
The latter followed by two examples in which the results produced by MEST were com-
pared with those published in some renowned papers. The reader was also recommended
to glance over reference [32] which presents some independent and brilliant measurement
results for verification of MEST.
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Chapter 5
Publications
This short chapter is dedicated to a brief overview of the appended papers. Indepen-dent abstracts from the ones given in each paper are presented here.
Paper I
Compact Formulas for Diversity Gains of Two-port Antennas
The main focus of this paper is on the dependency of the accuracy of ADG on the total
number of independent measured samples either by setting up a measurement campaign
in a multipath environment or through reverberation chamber measurements. The paper
firstly conducts a study on the dependency of the relative error in estimation of ADG.
It follows with motivating the fact that in a highly rich isotropic multipath environment,
diversity gains are expressible through correlation and total embedded efficiencies. The
paper consequently introduces two closed-from devised formulas rendering diversity gains
of any arbitrary two-port antennas with acceptable accuracy. The two formulas are asso-
ciated with a couple of renowned diversity combining schemes: SC and MRC.
Paper II
Performance of Directive Multi-element Antennas versus Multi-beam Arrays
in MIMO Communication Systems
In a fairly precise way, the paper addresses the dependency of different MIMO parame-
ters upon richness of a multipath environment and demonstrates a couple of examples for
verification of the simulations. The simulation has been performed by means of MEST.
For a case of rich isotropic environment, it is shown that the results of simulations comply
brilliantly with those of measurements in a reverberation chamber. It is cleared that for
a multi-port antenna system, in order to realize the optimum performance, an adequate
number of incoming EM waves should exist.
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Paper III
Study of Excitation on Beam Ports versus Element Ports in Performance Eval-
uation of Diversity and MIMO Arrays
In this paper, for the first time, we implement discrete Fourier transformation operation
on received signals at the ports of a four-element antenna system. Discrete Fourier trans-
formation on the received signals can be thought of as associated with rearrangement of
the (omnidirectional) radiation patterns into directive beams oriented towards different
directions in space, reminding the beam-forming technique. The paper, once more, illus-
trates that in a rich isotropic multipath environment the shapes of the patterns of the
radiation elements are irrelevant to their ultimate MIMO performance.
Paper IV
Mode Counting in Rectangular, Cylindrical and Spherical Cavities with Ap-
plication to Wireless Measurements in Reverberation Chambers
The main goal in this paper is to study the shape of the reverberation chambers as
large resonant cavities on their performance as antenna measurement tools. It is known
that an able reverberation chamber is the one rendering highest number of independent
measured samples over a wide and continuous range of frequencies, in particular for those
frequencies less than f = 1GHz. It can be shown that the latter is a feature of those
cavities presenting a uniformly varying density of the EM resonance modes as a function
of frequency. Bear in mind that the density of modes is evaluated within certain desired
frequency windowing range.
Three types of cavities are of concerns which are compared and assessed based on
the criterion as which one renders the most smoothly-varying density of modes over a
certain range of frequencies. The paper finally concludes that the spherical reverberation
chambers gives the reduced performance while rectangular and cylindrical ones exhibit
more or less a similar and simultaneously attractive character. The paper deduces this
inference that the more non-symmetrical the shape of the reverberation chamber is, the
better would be the possibility of smooth variation in density of modes, and thus, the
better is its ultimate performance as an antenna measurement tool.
Paper V
Effect of Mutual Coupling and Human Body on MIMO Performances
The paper is more focused on measurement of capacity and correlation for three different
practical antennas. The paper once more demonstrates the undeniable fact that mutual
coupling and correlation demolish the optimum performances of multi-port radiation ter-
minals in multipath environments. Included are also some measurement results rendering
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capacity at the presence of head phantom. The latter proves being effectively influential
upon deterioration of the performance of a radiating antenna.
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